In this paper the lower bounds of de La Vall&e Poussin -_ and Remes for the error of best uniform approximation from a linear subspace are generalized to give analogous estimates based on k points, k = l,...,n .
Introduction. In this paper we shall generalize the lower bounds of de La Vallke Poussin and Remes [2, p.821 e(xi) # 0 , i = l,...,n+l 2. sgn e(Xi+,) = -sgn e(Xi) , i = l,...,n . In what follows we shall generalize these results to oive analogous u estimates based on k points, k = l,...,n . For the special cases k = 1,n our estimates will simply be the de La VallGe Poussin estimate and the error of approximation on the points x1 ?*.*Y X n+l , respectively. For the case k = 2 , we will have a slight generalization of the Remes estimate in that we do not require the approximants to be algebraic polynomials. Our precise generalization is given in section 4. In the next two sections we develop the necessary tools to prove our generalization. Lt( fj Using these facts, we can give a recursive scheme for calculating Table 7 Table 1 In Table 2 1 .
I t
The above procedure c<an be interpreted in terms of the process of Gaussian elimination. Indeed, consider the following system of linear equations in the unknowns 9 ?***? a.9 l nh If one applies Gaussian elimination (no pivoting) with the constraint that the coefficient of h is (-1)' in the p-th row in each step, then after (k-l) steps the last n-k+1 rows are
Before proceeding to our desired theorem, we would like to relate the above table with the notion of generalized divided differences with respect to a Haar system. In [l] the k-th divided difference of f at x;,,.. given points and a given Markoff system in precisely the same manner that the standard divided difference table is constructed. For the special . case that qi(x) = x1 , this is the standard divided difference table, and in this case one has that A('p,+, 7xv7' l * lXVfk 1 > = Xv+-l dX v+k-1 so that it is not necessary to calculate the differences occurring in the denomination of (15). This, incidentally, reduces the operation count of multi--plications and divisions from 3 O(n ) for the general case to O(n2) for this special case. In a future paper we intend to discuss the use of these g'eneral divided differences for interpolation.
4. Main Theorem. We now turn to proving the desired lower estimate. This shall be done using the decomposition theorem on n X~~, 36) x45 and x54 as our initial guess, we find that h, (4 = .00277eX + .96068xeX -.80272x2eX + .37561dex + .03142x4ex is the best approximation to f on this set from V with error .000074. Performing -the multiple exchange gives new extreme points x0.' x14, x26J 59J x5oJ x64
where lf("64) -hl cx64) 1 = Ijf -hi/I l Applying our lower estimates to Lf -hl at these points , gives the table (see Table 1 ): (a relative error of less than 1%). The Remes algorithm terminated after the fifth exchange.
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